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Security Department

Changes Locale And Policys
GiGi Byron and Claudia M. Napp
The Security Department now situated in Loyola 1-S, has not only
switched locales, but has undergone
policy changes too. The alterations
in regulations are part of an attempt
to further eliminate parking problems. "It's important to try and
work successfully with the parking
spaces we have. This is a pretty
campus and paving any more of it to
create new lots would be a shame,"
remarked Mary Walsh.
Registration of all vehicles must
be completed by September 21.
There is no fee being charged for this
process this semester. "Our feeling
is that both the faculty and staff don't
pay for registering their cars, so why
should we charge the kids," stated
Pat Carroll.
A bumper sticker will be issued to
each registered student to be placed
on the front driver's side of the car.
The stickers are numbered so that
security can keep the numbers on
file. Students must re-register each
year, but will be able to maintain the
same numbered sticker.
Fines for various violations have
been reduced this year. The three
dollar fine is the same. This fine is applied to cases of parking or standing
so as to obstruct walkways, delivery
entrances, parking lot entrances, or
other vehicles; parking on roadways
or grass; parking in a no parking area
or area not authorized by permit;
parking in a reserved area for faculty, staff or visitors; and failure to park
in delineated stalls.
The eight dollar fee has been lowered to five dollars. This-, five dollar
fine is charged for parking within ten
feet of a fire hydrant; falsifying a
parking permit application; parking in
a fire lane, tow zone, and/or service
vehicle space; exceeding campus
speed limit of 20 miles per hour,
failure to obey stop signs or other

traffic control signs; and parking in
an area designated for handicapped
persons.
Any unregistered vehicle is now
subject to a ten dollar fine, instead of
the old twenty-five dollar one. Signs
will soon be placed around campus
buildings to designate service area
only parking. Only maintenance and
delivery trucks are authorized in
these spaces. The newly posted area
will eliminate workers problems in
having to double park when on service calls.
The parking lots located on Loyola's front and side, along with the
area in front of Campion, are now
limited to faculty, staff or commuters. Behind Campion, parking lot
3, is for Loyola/Campion resident
students. Northwest lots 1 and 2 are
designated for the residents of that
hall, plus commuter and faculty/staff
overflow. The parking area directly in
front of the Campus Center is only
for faculty and administration during
weekdays from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m.The security booth will be manned during these hours so that oneway traffic will flow more readily.
A new regulation has been instated to cover improper driving.
Such a violation entails driving

through the quad or other grassy
areas. Violators of this rule will
automatically be sent to the Traffic
Appeals Board.
Recalitrant violators will be summoned to appear before the Traffic
Appeals Board. This court is empowered to hear appeals of traffic or
parking violations. They are also required to summon flagrant violators
of parking rules.
Within ten days of issuance of a
traffic ticket, an appeal must be
made. After this time the violator
forfeits the right of appeal. Members
of the university community have the
option of either appealing a picket in
writing or personally appearing before the Traffic Appeals Board. The
Board consists of three faculty/staff
members and three students.
*
The Security Department is open
24 hours a day. It is directed by Mr.
Pat Carroll who is available weekdays. Both supervisors Ms. Mary
Walsh and Mr. Dave Baxter are on
duty daily. They may also be reached
Tuesday throught Friday nights in the
office. In case of an emergency, dial
ext, 2611; general business is ext.
2558 or phone 255-2400. Turn to
page 5 for a detailed map of the parking lot areas.
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Beach House Burglarized
Girls Startle Intruder

By GiGi Byron
The "Rock House", 505 Fairfield
Beach Road, was the scene of a burglary early last Thursday morning.
The break-in occurred at approximately 2:00 a.m., while five of the
house's eight residents were at
home in bed.
Two of the' remaining residents,
Patty Keefe and Ava Caracciolo,
walked up to the house and saw
three men standing outside. "They
must have been the lookouts." Ms.
Caracciola stated, "-they started
walking away from the house as we.
walked up.'-'
As the girls entered the house, a

Mr. Richard Klemfuss

Klemfuss Fills
P.R. Post
By Claudia M. Napp
The successor to Mr. James A.
Fessler, former Director of Public
Relations (P.R.) at the university, is
Mr. Richard Klemfuss. Mr. Fessler is
currently holding the position of P.R.
Director at Quinnipiac College in
Hamden. He began his new post on
July 23.
Mr. Klemfuss has had considerable experience with what he refers
to as, "non-profit organizations with
educational interests. "During the
'turbulent 60's' ('65-'67), he served
as P.R. Director for Fordham University. Klemfuss then acted as P.R.
Director for the New York State
Medical Society from '67-'73. Just
prior to joining this universities staff
(74-'79), he was employed by Franklin General Hospital in Valley Stream
New York, as Coordinator of Public

and Professional Relations.
Klemfuss is a Journalism graduate
of Fordham University in the Bronx,
New York. While a senior there he
acted as News Editor for their student publication, the Ram. It was at
this point in his life that Klemfuss
feels he "learned fo be accurate."
Throughout his career he has
been involved in a number of volunteer organizations. Among these
were his association with the Hunnington Freedom Center of Long
Island, which he helped found. Klemfuss served as a Board Member and
was influential in their setting up a
Day Care Center for disadvantaged
families. He has been a participant in
the American Cancer Society and
Citizens Advisory Committee of Long
Island. The latter was formed to work
(or the preservation of farmland.

fourth man, dressed in jeans and a
tee shirt, walked past them and out
the door. Ms. Keefe describes him as
"early twenties, about 5'10" or
5'11", medium build, with straight
brown hair and a mustache.
As he walked past the girls, Ms.
Caracciolo asked him, "Who are
you?" The man answered "Who are
you?" and ran out.
The burglar apparently only had
time to go through one of the girls'
rooms. He took a wallet and a watch
from Ms. Keefe's purse. The wallet
contained no cash or credit cards,
and was found the next day discarded on Rowland Road. The watch was
broken.

Ms. Keefe explained, "The
strange thing was that my door was
closed and the lights were off when I
left the house, so he had no way of
knowing I wasn't in there. When we
got back, the lights were on and
everything on my dresser was disheveled."
Both the front and the back screen
doors of the house were loft ajar by
Ihe burglar; the back windows were
open and the window screens off
After the burglar left, the girls called the Fairfield police. The police
picked up a suspect that night, but
he was cleared afler Ms. Caracciolo
and Ms. Keefe verified that he
not one of the four men.

Commuter
Club
By John E. Lorincz
The Commuter Club officers have
officially set the club at the service of
the alumni association^ After two
years of only a few commuter club
members helping former alumni director Michael J. Cannizzaro, the officers have decided to encourage all
its members to convey this kind of
spirit.
Present alumni director Richard
Popilowski was pleased with the
commuters' interest, remarking that
he could always use more help.
The decision to implement the
club was finalized after club participation in the June 8, 9, and 10
Fairfield U. class reunion of the
classes of '54, '59, '64,.'69, and '74.
Under the direction of former alumni
director Michael J. Cannizzario. the
volunteers were officers CarolineHamilla, Margaret Koehm, Nora
Fagan, James Danceroux, and John
Lorincz. Members present were
Jeanne Fitchen, Wayne Sharnick,
This scene, reminiscent of the days of the "Suitcase Syndrona'. may
and John Tkacik. Also, two Cardinal
soon be popular again if the Beach Shuttle is cancelled on weekend.;.
Key Club members, Virginia Allar and This cancellation may be a reality if there are more incidents of abuse to
Debra DeBastos, help out.
the bus or driver.
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The \^eek In Review
WbovmfNwrpfy
By Tony Tarnell
Rhodesian question Still unanswered
Four times since Ian D. Smiths declaration
ot independence in 1965, Britian has seemed
within sight of a solution to the intractable
problem of Rhodesia. To date, general agreement still has not been achieved.
Tomorrow, the parties to the dispute assemble meet again in London for what is widely
considered a last chance. The parties meet
against a background of steadily increasing
white emigration from Zimbabwe Rhodesia and
a guerrilla war that is killing more than 250
people a week. As if to underline the urgency of
a political settlement, the Zimbabwe Rhodesians launched their first admitted attack on
regular army troops in Mozambique last week.
Nobody expects the talks to be simple. But
each of the major parties—the British, the
racially mixed Zimbabwe Rhodesian Government of Able T. Muzorewa and the joint leaders
of the Patriotic Front, Joshua Nkomo and
Robert Mugabe—has reasons for wanting
them to succeed.
For Prime Minister Margaret Tharcher, Zimbabwe Rhodesia provides her first major
foreign policy challenge.
Inflation Hits Hard in Europe
Western Europe's three economic disciplinarians face what could be a winter of discontent. French Prime Minister Raymond Barre,
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and Britian's Margaret Thatcher have all chosen the
same, painful strategy for rescuing their
economies from the worldwide slowdown.
All three insist that only radical surgery will
overcome successive oil price shocks and
regain the prosperity and full employment their
countries enjoyed in the 1960's. Similarly to the
United States, each of the countries officials
are committed to all-out war on inflation, reduced Government interference in the economy
and ruthless pruning of inefficient industries to
make room for new ones, that will hopefully
provide tomorrows jobs. All three are troubled
with voters as their belt tightening polices
prove too slow in producing results.
Nonaligned Nations Meet In Havana
Under attack for his radical handling of last
weeks meetings of the—nonaligned'nations,
President Fidel Castro could feel somewhat
satisfied that 22 of the Latin American regimes
sent delegations to Havana to attend the'triennial conference. Only 14 regional governments
have diplomatic relations with Cuba, just 11 are
full members of the nonaligned movement, and
perhaps none share Cuba's pro-Soviet view of
"nonalignment."Their presence marked an end of Cuba's isolation in the area and the growing desire of
Latin American governments to assert independence from the United States in international affairs.
Russian Troops in Cuba a Threat to Salt
Democratic Senator Richard Stone is from
Florida. Being from Florida Stone maintains a
special vigil over Cuba, which is why he first
brought up the question of the 2,000 to 3,000
Soviet combat troops in Cuba, which is why the
Pentagon finally confirmed the presence of
these troops. Many senators who recall the
1962 Cuban missile crisis demanded that Moscow get its troops out of Cuba. What this all
melts down to is that the Senate may refuse to
take up the strategic Arms Limitation Treaty
with the Russians until the troops are with-

drawn, possibly hanging up the SALT II agreement for months.
With these events, President Carter was faced abruptly last week with a major, delicate
test of domestic and foreign policy. He must
persuade the Kremlin that the threat to SALT is
possibly fatal unless the troops are removed
from Cuba. President Carter must also convince key conservative and liberal senators
that the compromise-assuming there is one-is
honorable, and SALT should be approved.

: NATION

TOQDUU.

TOO SUCK

BOLD

TWO FACED

BACK TO SCHOOL BEER SPECIAL
TUB0RGG0LD,2O2BO„
8.32 $7.56
CARLING Black Label„«***.. ere $6.12
ICED COLD KEGS - OF - BEER
ALWAYS IN STOCK

FREE DELIVERY DAILY
Call Before 6 P.M. 259-1764

Miquor Barrel
FAIRFIELD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC WINES
1434 POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06430

Unemployment Up As Recession Hits
Last week the Labor Department reported
that the jobless rate jumped to 6 percent in
August. The rise, three tenths of one percent,
took the unemployment rate to its highest level
in more than a year. Many of the 300,000 newly
unemployed were adult white males, laid off
because of cutbacks that confirmed the softening of the economy. One labor official reported
that the August figures do not fully reflect recent heavy layoffs in the auto-industry.
Four Puerto Rican nationalists whose prison
terms were commuted by President Carter last
week have long been symbols, not only of their
original cause but also of perceived Government oppression of Hispanic minorities. The
four were prisoned in 1950, and in 1954 after
an attempt to assassinate President Truman,
and after an attack in the House chamber
which injured 5 government officials.
As Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti
said in urging the communtation, They have
served "an unusually long prison-term". Oscar
Collazo, convicted in the attack in which a
Trumarrguard was killed, has been in prison for
28 years. Three others convicted in the house
shooting which left 5 Congressman wounded,
have served 25 years or 'more.
Four Americans held in Cuba since the late
60's are also to be released in exchange for the
four Puerto Ricans.

NEW ENGLAND
David Belts New England Area
After passing once more out sea, Hurricane
David re-entered the United States near Savannah Ga. and pursued a track that took it, by
Thursday night to upstate New York, and northern New England. New Jersey was particularly hard hit and electricity was interrupted for
about 2.5 million people in the New York area.
David ranked as one of the six deadliest
Atlantic storms of the century, and the worst
since Fiji killed 2,000 people in the,Honduras in
1974. David recorded 150 mile-per-hour winds,
and according to Government estimates, left
150,000 homeless, and as many as 1000 dead.
Connecticut Seeks More Control
of Public Schools
With the opening of a new school year in
many towns across the state last week, Connecticut took another major step toward more
state oversight of its public schools.
While local control of schools is still a strongly held New England tradition in Connecticut's
169 towns, the state is putting up a large share
of the money to educate the 560,000 students
in its public elementary and secondary
schools.
At the same time, state officials of education
are carrying out mandates of the state courts
and the Legislature, are moving for the first
time to set statewide goals for education and
new ways to try to test students in basic skills.

TRIDENT RECORDS
• LARGE SELECTION OF HEAD GEAR IN
• LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
• OVER "1500" USED RECORDS PRICED
FROM 4 to '3

JOIN OUR RECORD CLUB
BUY 10 GET ONE FREE!!!
57UNQU0WARD
„_ i Q„
FAIRFIELD
ZS5-1000
(Near Community Theater)

HOURS
Mon-Sat :
10-6
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Features
Like It Is

Triva
Quiz

By Frank Malinconico
As long as I live, I'll never forget
the arrival of the Freshman Class of
83.
You see, I was an unloader, a
member of an elite team assigned to
the caravans that rolled through
campus. The treasures in those
trunks made King Tut look like a
pauper. It was incredible. There were
bags, boxes and vaults large enough
to house an entire family. There were
stuffed animals bigger than some of
the Freshmen. There were piles of
clothes fit for royalty. Clothes that
made every girl look as though she
had a seasons pass to Studio 54.
There were CARE packages of
food that could feed a family of boat
people for a year. Then came the
bicycles, tricycles, mopeds and
unicycles for weekend cruising.
Finally we unloaded house plants of
every size and shape. It looked as
though people had packed their gardens in suitcases. There were cactus
plants, orange trees, tomatoes and
flowers. Even strange looking plants'
with dry, withered leaves that looked
like they'd been imported from
Turkey.
Working that day was intense:
Huge cadillacs that looked like they
belonged to oil sheiks formed an

endless convoy. Jeeps, Vans and
U-Haul trucks docked at the curb to
be unloaded. We worked through
heat and pouring rain while swarms
of bees whizzed by us like bullets. It
was strange. People would bring luggage into the dorms, and disappear
for hours at a time. Then the elevators broke down. We carted tons
of cargo up the maze of steps. The
higher we went the thinner the air
became. And so.it went, from nine in
the morning until five in the evening.
Muscles I never knew existed twitched and screamed in pain. For several
hours I was numb from the waist
down as the knots in my back slowly
unravelled. I knew that I'd have to
take Ben-Gay intravenously before I
regained feeling in my arms.
No I'll never forget that day. Ever.
I'm told that .unloaders are plagued
by nightmares for life. And the sight
of a suitcase can produce feelings of
anxiety and imminent death. The
emotional scars never quite heal.
And veteran unloaders often recall
their heroic stands in hushed
whispers. The faces and names of
the unloaders who survived the
Freshman invasion will be lost to
history. But for those who were
there, the memories will remain
forever

1. Who played the martian in My
Favorite Martian?
2. What was Gloria's Maiden name
in The Odd Couple.
3. What are Jane Jetson's
measurements in the Jetsons?
4. Who was the voice of the car,in
My Mother The Car?
5. Who were the two stars of
Adam-12?
6. Who played Dennis the Menace
and What was the neighbors
name?
7. Who played the character of
Jimmy Olsen in Superman?
8. Who played Marlon Brando's
brother in On The Waterfront?
9. What was the name of the ship
that sunk on Gilligans Island?
10. Name the three brothers on"
. Here Comes the Brides and also
what were their real names?
11. Name the four men who formed
• the group The Monkees.
12. Name the dog on Please Don't
Eat The Daisies.
13. We all know that Patty Duke
played the role of Patty in her
show, but who played her cousin
Kathy?
14. Who played Patty's boyfriend?

15. Who played the little boy in Gentle Ben? And who played the role
of the father?
16. Who played Agarn in F-Troop?
17. What were the names of Felix's
children in the Odd Couple?
18. Who was Felix's first girlfriend?
19. Who played Grandpa in the
Munsters? And also who played
Marilyn?
20. What is Ringo Starr's real name?
21. What was the name of the Archies big hit song?
22. Who played uncle Charlie in My
Three Sons?
23. Where did the Anderson's live
. on Father Knows Best?
24. What were the two dummies
names on the Winchell Mahoney
. show?
25. Who played Sue Ann Niven on
The Mary Tyler Moore Show?
26. Who played the Tin Man of Oz?
27. Who were the three stars of The
Good Guys?
28. What were the Nicknames for
the Anderson children on Father
Knows Best?
29. Who played Lori in The Partridge
Family?
30. Who played Jeff in The Donna
Reed Show?
31. Who played Robin in Batman?
32. Who played Babe Ruth In the
Babe Ruth Story?
33. Who played the starring role in
The Dick Van Dyke show?

Macke
Workers
Do it On The Grill

government." This type of humor is
typical Macke fare and is up their
with other kitchen jokes such as how
far do you want us to toss your salad,
and throwing a pie in hopes of giving
someone their "just desserts" (and
you thought good humor only came
on a stick).
Yes I admit I am a-veteran worker
in the Macke task force and have
survived three years in this Waldorf
Hysteria of Fairfield. Voted girls most
likely to fall in the scrambled eggs

while serving Sunday breakfast, I
have seen it all and I can honestly
say that Macke does try very hard to
enhance your dining pleasure. I don't
have to write this, heck cannonballs
haven't fired as much as I have and
the only sure way of getting a raise at
Macke is a trip on the elevator; rather the reason that lam writing this
is that people don't realize what goes
on behind the scenes and maybe
they should, rln order to remain an
employee you have to be a little

crazy and a little desperate to bring
home the bacon (no food pun intended) but it is a bizarre, fun experience
and wouldn't trade it for the world,
(for money maybe.)
Macke does try very hard and
does use excellent meats and vegetables and one has to realize that this
is not home or a restaurant but institutional food catering to over a thousand people a day. And for that reason I don't think that the food is all
that bad.

That's Why They Have
Toasted Buns
By Sharyn Broadpin
"Some say that Macke food is revolting, but this, is not true, the food
here is very happy with its form of

Commuters
Go On Pi Phi
Phi Trip

WINE & LIQUOR DISCOUNTS
AT THE CROSS WALK - POST & REEF ROAD

By John E. Lorincz '81

THREE WAYS TO FIGHT INFLATION

The "Martha's Vineyard" is the
name of a quaint steamship which
makes excursions four times a day
from
the Bridgeport dock
(sometimes fondly called the
"Bridge-Port") to Port Jefferson,
Long Island.
Commuter Club members who had
helped the alumni association in
June or the club car wash in August,
were invited provided they pay their
own way; The destination was Fire
Island with the Steamship Co. supplying the bus.
Upon arrival in Bridgeport,
members were told that the buses
were.»cancelled because it looked
like rain. "You could be killed in an
electrical storm!" explained a refined purser. But undaunted, the group
discussed options for half an hour

Serlin Way #1-Buy Red Tagged Liquor and Wine - Save 5% - 10%
Serlin Way #2-Mix A Case Of Any Liquor and Wine (Same Size) Save 10% More
Serlin Way #3-Buy $60 Or More Of Wine and Liquor - Save 10% More

NO
NAME
3

/4L 80°
VODKA.... ?3.89
GIN
?3.89
RYE
?4.12
SCOTCH ... !4.86

VODKA
SAVE MONEY ON A
QUART OF IMPORTED
VODKA. BUY 2 PINTS
OF VODKA FOR $2.34
EACH. THIS IS
EQUAL TO

*4.68

IZMIRA 80°

QT.

BEER
DISCOUNT
TUBORG GOLD

»1.89

BLACK LABEL

*1.53

LITRE FRENCH

3 LITRE
PETRI
Red, White, Rose

Red, White, Rose

$350

Case Of 4

$405

11%

Cuvee Maison d'Ocean

Each
12%

Post Rd, Fairfield - Broad & Cannon, Bpt - State & Colorado, Bpt - Wootco Center, Orange
Caldor Center, Derby - Route 1 & 77, Guilford

3. 36-24-36
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Ann Southern
Kepi McCbrd, Martin Milner
Jay North, Mr. Wilson
Jack Larson
Rod Steiger
S.S. Minnow
Jason-Robert Browne, JoshuaDavid Soul Jeremy-Bobby
Sherman
Mike Nesmith, Peter Tork, Davy
Jones and Mickey Dolenz
Lad A Dog
Patty Duke
Eddie Applegate
Clint Howard and Dennis
Weaver
Larry Storch
Leonard and Edna
Mildred Fleener
Al Lewis, Pat Priest
Richard Starkey
Sugar Sugar
William Demerest
Springfield
Knucklehead and Jerry
Betty White
Jack Haley
Herb Edelman Gloria Van
Patten, Bob Denver
Bud Kitten and Princess
Susan Dey
Paul Peterson
BurtWard
William Bendix
Dick Van Dyke

which was concluded by Terry
Baksay
saying,
"Oh-what-the-hell-let's-go-anywaywe'll-get-over-somehow."
The voyage was uneventful with
wholesome-steamship entertainment
provided by Wayne Shamick who
sang old-time songs which included
many made famous by his idol Bing
Crosby. Some passengers threw-up
over the side, (perhaps critics)
On arriving, members decided to
argue with the management of the
Port Jefferson side of the steamship
company about providing transportation to Fire Island. This' thereby
estabilished good relations with both
sides of the company. Finally John
Lorincz, the most intelligent of the
lot, phoned for taxis.
The taxis averaged eighty mph on
the back roads. When asked about
the direction of travel, one driver explained that the police were traveling
in the other direction.
At the beach, Jim Danceroux was
mostly concerned about.the condition of Jean Fitchen's tan, carefully
checking it out every once in a while.
While Ed Dunlop and Stu Beckwith
astounded everyone with their great
consumption of beverage, after
which they consumed the same
great amount of seawater. Pan Clift
and Nancy Anka were thrown in
repeatedly and were eventually lost
between the waves.

Westport Open
Thurs till 8 p.m.
Bridgeport Fri till 8 p.m.

JLVUMVty
DISCOVERY

1. Ray Wilson
2. Gloria Schaefer

A SMALL DEPOSIT NOW
WILL LAY AWAY
ANY WINTER JACKET OR COAT

COLD KEGS and BEER BALLS
ALL WINES CHILLED
ANOTHER SERLIN

Triva Quiz
Answers

Amy & Navy Store

-cW 1439 POST RD EAST, WESTPORT
~ J 255-6066. Opp Westport Bowling Lanes

I

I
I
I
I
I

r

855 E. Main St.

Bridgeport I
334-4345

PAUL'S WAIR CUTTERS I
[ '10FFANYHAIRSTYUNG
; TO FFLD. U. STUDENT
!
WITH FFLD. I.D.

259-9084

Adjacent To
Traynor
Porsche-Audi
i — • — •_— • —

2317 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn.

i — • —• —•

'm

—•—• — •—•
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Editorials
What
Legislature?
Now that George Schietinger is
gone, the question remains, who will
be the President of the Student Legislature. We are certain that there are
many qualified successors to George,
but there are some more important
questions we would like to ask.
Why does the legislature, through
its appropriations committee, hand
out more money than is budgeted to
it? Moreover, why are clubs allowed
to spend money, then demand that
the legislature cover these bills? Why
do the legislators take their elected
office^so lightly, even though as a
body they have the power to dictate
the happenings of the student government?
The Student Legislature is not what
its name states, a legislative body. At
present, it merely watches. Fr. Kelley,
the new president, has shown us the
benefit of observation before action.
To act without information is foolish
indeed. When will the legislature take
action? We hope soon.
The legislature, like the U.S. Senate, has the power to approve or
disapprove the appointees of a FUSA
president, including cabinet members, Student Court justices, and the
student representatives to the University Council. What type of questioning
is actually done by the legislature?
The most difficult question usually
asked revolves around a nominee's
QPA or better yet, "Do you think you
will have enough time?" Rarely, if
ever, are questions asked about a
nominee's attitude toward alcohol,
vandalism, or other basic attitudes.
The legislature is supposed to insure
that these people represent the student body as a whole. How can the
legislature discern a nominee's attitudes from a question about their
QPA?

Questions also arise about the
manner in which the legislature appropriates funds to the various student clubs. Legislators vote on sums
to be appropriated without the knowledge of what is left to be handed out.
This resulted in an over-appropriation
of funds by the legislature of over 800
dollars last year. Other monies than
had to be diverted away from useful
areas into the club appropriations.
What is to become of the legislature? Why is there such apathy
among many of its members?
Perhaps the answer lies in the fact
that the legislators themselves don't
understand the power that they hold.
Maybe if they took the time to read
the constitution of FUSA, they would
better understand their responsibilities and powers.
Perhaps the answer lies in the
manner in which the legislature conducts its business. A certain amount
of order is needed for any group to
function. Chaos is not condusive for
work, or anything else constructive
for that manner. A few tips from
Robert's Rules of Order might help.
The legislature is also suffering
from domination by the executive
branch. The FUSA office is not just
the executive office, but also the
legislative office. From the look of
things, one definitely receives the attitudeTffiat the legislature is the "kid
brother" of the executive branch.
With the legislature elections coming up next month, we urge all students to take notice. If you have been
dissatisified with the job that any of
the above groups have done, no is the
time to do something.
We firmly believe in a strong student government. We hope that you
do too.

VIEWPOINT
By Bill Weisner
Former President Fitzgerald coined the
phrase "A University in motion" to describe
Fairfield. Before reaving us last spring, he had
already done much to fulfill this statement. It
will be Father Kelley's task to keep up the
momentum Fitzgerald established.
When I started here in 1977 the newest
building on campus was the nursing wing; there
were only five tennis courts; one old gymnasium; Regis and Campion were single-sex
dorms; there was no independent School of
Business; and the 7-11 on Reef Road was the
closest thing we had to a studertt deli.
I would like to present here some ideas
about what new changes I think would be good
for the school, and to make some observations
about how we might go about them.
The first thing I would like to see is the
establishment of a general, interschool honor
society, possibly modeled after the one at Fordham University, a Jesuit school in the Bronx.
The Fordham honor society admits sophomores who attained at least a 3.7 GPA or better
in their freshmen year. (Those with 3.5 or
higher may apply but will need to be interviewed and will not be automatically admitted.)
Student members are exempt from the rest
of their core requirements, except those required by their major. However, they must
make up for this by attending either a mandatory seminar or tutorial of their choice each
semester. This permits students to study certain subjects more deeply and allows a wider
range of choice for classes and teachers.

Additionally each student must prepare a
thesis during his or her senior year. This is
challenging but very rewarding, as it gives
students a chance to lejtrn a lot about some
field or topic in which they have a special interest.
The establishment of an honor society is
something the faculty and administration
should have effected long ago.
Also along academic lines, we need
academic clubs which are willing to plan and
sponsor events other than an occasional party
The Economics club, for example, is especially
adept at throwing "spirited" parties, but has
never been known to sponsor an educational
trip to, for instance, the- New York Stock Exchange. I think the demand is there, and all that
is needed is a little motivation to get the thinggoing. In this case, however, the initiative must
come from the students, and at Fairfield student motivation in academic ventures seems
so far to be totally limited to studying in the
library.
Students at Fordham College got up the
energy and motivation a couple of years ago to
build a geodesic dome on their campus. Called
the bio-shelter, it was designed by Sociology
students as an experiment in self-supporting
environments. It met with much praise and
even earned an article in the New York
magazine. Similarly, Students at Rensellear
Polytechnic Institute near Albany, New York
built a small house entirely out of old bottles
and cans. It taught students basic principles of
design and construction while teaching a
lesson in ecology simultaneously.

rii^
Cheers
Cheers to the Football Club for sponsoring an
Oak Room last Friday... it takes alot of organization to get one ready that fast... to the various beach parties last weekend... at least
some people know how to enjoy themselves.. .but what about that poor couple on the
beach by the Point... also, how come so many
freshmen find their way to the beach parties.-, they used to be strictly upper class.. .to the National Guard for getting a truck to provide transportation on the beach during the
hurricane. . . now there is a way to travel... to
the girls who are living in Regis... I'll try not to
snicker when I meet you... to the Student Services for providing a choice of shuttle
routes...you guys have got Greyhound
beat... if it just ran more often... to the Naut
and Surfside for not taking their definitions last
week seriously. . just kidding guys. . to the
new sound system for the Stag-Her Inn. . at
least now I'll be able to listen to something
besides Estelle trying to find the person who
ordered a grilled cheese. . to those intrepid
explorers who went to class last week despite
the inclement weather.. that took guts.. to
those who graduated last year but decided that
they liked it so much around here that they
decided to hand around awhile... just goes to
show you what a diploma is worth from this
place... to those students who have been kept
out of their.beach houses until the 15th. . we'll
excuse the wrinkles in those khakis this week.

I
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Boos
Boos to the lunkheads who insist on using 2
spaces when they park.. .'I hope that you have
to park behind Northwest and walk to Bannow
in the next hurricane.. to Tropical Storm
David... what a way to start a school year... if
another comes through perhaps the administration might close down the school... for
safety's sake of course.. to those who insist
on walking on the grass even though there is a
path right next to them... whatsamatter with
you anyway... to the freshmen who like to
walk in the middle of the road.. just because
you can't have a car and don't drive, doesn't
mean others can't.. to the Admission's department for attempting to schedule the freshmen's classes. . . you not only have them running in circles but have managed to clog the line
at the registrar... at this rate I might be
registered for my classes in time for finals
to .whoever used foresight and didn't check to
see if the circuit breakers on Regis III could
handle 50,000 blow dryers. . to the little old
clockmaker who keeps forgetting to synchronize the clocks in Canisius. . its bad enough
on the first day not knowing where to be but not
being able to find the right time is even
worse... I thought that there was some sort of
time-warp between C-306 and the StagHer. . to those teachers who, when you walk
into^their class, you are already 500 pages
behind in your reading. . what, do you own
stock in Evelyn Wood?. . to the beach landlords who don't let their students in the house
until the 15th . .why don't you try living out of
a suitcase for two weeks.
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ROUND HILL ROAD

\

N. BENSON ROAD

Parking Your Car On Campus
DESIGNATED PARKING AREAS
Authorized and designated parking areas are shown on the above map.

^% Canisius Hall Lot (rear) —

Faculty /Staff, Commuters, and
Evening Division Students

Q Canisius Hall Lot (front) —

Faculty /Staff, Evening Division
Students

Q Library Lot -

LIBRARY STAFF ONLY

(} Loyola Lot (front) -

Q Campus Center Lot —

Q Gym Lot (side and rear) —

Commuters, Evening Division Students,
Faculty/Staff overflow

© Recreation Complex (rear and side) - Commuters, Evening Division
Students, Faculty /Staff overflow
Q Gym Lot (front) -

Q Loyola Lot (Pit Area) - Faculty/Staff ONLY
f3 Loyola/Campion —

Faculty/Staff, Visitors

Faculty/Staff and Commuters ONLY

Side of Loyola and front of Campion —
Faculty/Staff, Visitors and Commuters

© Fareast/Southeast Lots - FE/SE resident Students ONLY
(y) Northwest Lots —

Parking Lots 1 and 2 are for Northwest
Resident- Students, Commuter and F/S
overflow
.

Faculty/Staff, Commuters
Parking Lot 3 is for Loyola/Campion
resident Students

O Xavier/Berchman Lot (rear) — Commuters, Prep Students, Faculty/
Staff, Evening Division Students

© Parking Area Between Campion and Northwest —
^ Xavier/Berchman Lot (front) —

Faculty/Staff, Visitors
%2j Regis Lot — Regis and Gonzaga Resident Students

1. Playhouse
2. Barn Complex

12. Recreational Complex
13. Berchman Hall

3. Bellarmine Hall

14. Xavier Hall

4. Canisius Hall

15, CUF
16. School of Nursing

5. Gonzaga Hall
6. Loyola Hall
7. Campion Hall
8. Northwest Had
9. Regis Hall

17. Bannow Science Center
18. Library
19. Southeast Half

10. Campus Center

20. Fareast Hall
21. I.H.D.

11. Gymnasium

22. McAuliffe Hall

for Loyola/Campion
Resident Students
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Arts & Entertainment
Art And Music To Open The Carlson Festival
Bennett Lerner, a concert pianist
acclaimed by John Cage and Aaron
Copeland for his performance of
their works, and Brook Waring, a
Westport painter whose work is in
numerous collections throughout the
United States, will be guest artists in
the Carlson Festival of Art and Music
at Fairfield University on Sunday,
September 16th, Mr. Lerner's concert will begin at 4 P.M. in Gonzaga
Auditorium, and Brooke Waring's
paintings will be on display throughout the afternoon in the Campus Center Oak Room.
Lerner began his piano training in
Boston studying with his mother and
Harry Goodman. He continued his
studies with Sascha Gorodnitski,
Claudio Arrau, Rafael de Silva and
German Diez. Lerner earned his
bachelor and master's degrees at
the Manhattan School of Music un

der the tutelage of Zenon Fishbein
and Robert Helps. He continued in
master classes at the Hochschule
for Music, Munich, and the Conservatory of Aarhus, Denmark.
Brooke Waring will exhibit 34 paintings;- 20 of which have not been
shown previously. Her techniques
are both traditional and experimental
in abstract expressionism. Her work
has been likened to that of Turner,
though with more unusual color, but
her decisive influence was Alfredo
Ramos Martinez, the Mexican muralist and former Mexican Minister of
fine arts. She first saw his work in a
Tijuana cantina. The bartender had
no idea who the artist was or where
he could be found. She ca'me upon
his work again quite by accident, in
San Diego at a one-man show. She
eventually persuaded this close
friend of Pacasso, Rodin and Isadora

SEC Preview
By Franny DeFeo
The SEC has some great events
lined up for the students ih the way of
fabulous entertainment this year.
There will be much more coffee-houses in the Stag-Her Inn, and there
are some good prospects for the Oak
Room also lined up. As always, the
SEC caters to the students and their
requests. All proposals should be
brought to Mike Despirita or Tony
Amarnte, who are the co-chairpersons this year for the organization.
. The Stag-Her Inn's will be held
every other week, starting in about
.two weeks. This is a great opportunity for all artistically inclined students
to perform in a coffee-house atmosphere. All students who are inter"eg'ted:$hould contact Gene DeVaney,
who is the coffee-house chairperson
of the SEC. There will be auditions for
all acts, and everyone interested will
be given an equal opportunity to participate. These events are lots of fun,
and the' intimate atmosphere at the
Stag-Her is one which is always re-

taxed.
There will be about three Oak
Room's this semester, and the first in
the series will be Fountainhead on the
21st of this month.-Beer will be'sold,
and the admission price to see this
band is $2.00. The doors will open at
9:00, and the show will end around
1:00. The other two shows have not
been announced as of yet, but
they're sure to be just as good as the
first one!
There will hopefully be two Gym
concerts this semester. One around
Harvest weekend, and one in the beginning of November. The one in November will depend on the basketball
team, and if they will or will not have
a game scheduled for that date.
There has been rumour via the SEC
that for Harvest weekend Ian Hunter
looks like a good prospect, as the
main concert attraction. However,
no contracts have been signed yet,
but if he does play here, rock'n'roll
history will have finally been made at
Fairfield. Keep your, fingers crossed.

Westport Theatre
Opens New Season
Question: Where can two people
see four fabulous theatre perfor
mances for five dollars more than the
price of one Broadway ticket?
Answer:- At Westport Community
Theatre's beautiful new facility at
Westport Town Hall.
By taking advantage of WCT's
subscription offer, two people can
see these four great plays:
Light Up The Sky by Moss Hart, directed by Dick Forsyth of Fairfield.
The Glass Menagerie by Tennessee Williams, directed by Holly and
Roger Butler of Weston.
The Waltz of the Toreadors by
Jean Anouilh, directed by Jack Lewis

of Westport.
The Effectt of Gamma Rays, on
Man-ln-The-Moon Marigolds, directed by Jules Haberman of Weston.
The theatre is air-conditioned and
there is ample illuminated parking on
the premises. Refreshments are served in the delightful green room during intermissions.
A subscription is priced at $15—a
25% saving over single ticket purchases. To assure yourself of good
seat for what promises to be an exceptionally entertaining WCT season
call ticket chairman Jacqui Reed at
227-7114, or Westport Community
Theatre at Westport Town Hall.

Calendar Of Events
MOVIES:
Thurs. Sept. 13th, Fri. Sept. 14 and Sat. Sept. 15th: The '
Gauntlet with Clint Eastwood. The movie will be shown in
Gonzaga Auditorium Thursday at 7:30 and in the Nursing
Auditorium on Friday and Saturday at 7:30. Admission is
$1.00.
Tues. Sept. 18th, A Star is Born with Barbra Streisand
and Kris Kristofferson. It will be shown in Gonzaga Auditorium at 7:30. The price for admission is $1.00.
SPECIAL EVENTS:
Sunday, Sept. 16th — The Carlson Festival of Art and
Music. Bennett Lerner—Pianist; Brook Waring—Painter. The Concert is at 4:00 P.M. in Gonzaga Auditorium.
The reception and exhibition will follow immediately in
the Campus Center Oak Room. Admission is free.
Friday, Sept. 28th—Inauguration—Rev. Aloysius P.
Kelley, S.J., Seventh President of Fairfield University.
Bellarmine Terrace, 3:00 P.M.

Duncan to take her as an apprentice.
Brooke Waring has had a varied
career—as a feature artist and
writer at age 17 for the St. Louis
Dispatch, working in the set department for MGM Studios, writing filmscripts in Mexico, and painting outdoor murals and frescoes in California, some of which are among the
largest in the United States.
The concert and exhibition are being presented through the Carlson
Fund of-the Bridgeport Area Founda-.
tion, under the artistic-direction of
Ruth Carlson Horn, founder of the
series. The event will be the first of
the Carlson Festival performances
for the 1979-80 academic year.

Poetry
Contest
The American Collegiate Poets Anthology, International Publications, is
sponsoring a National College Poetry
Contest. It is open to all college
students desiring to have their poetry
anthologized. Cash prizes will to to
the top five poems: $100 first prize,
$50 second place, $2f>-third place,
$15 fourth place and $10 fifth place.
Awards of free printing for ALL accepted manuscripts in their popular,
handsomely bound and copyrighted
anthology, American Collegiate
Poets. The deadline is October 31st.

CONTEST RULES AND
RESTRICTIONS
1. Any student is eligible to submit
his verse.
2. All entries must be original and
Q .unpublished.
' 3. All entries must by typed," doublespaced, on one side of the page
only. Each poem must be on a
separate sheet and must bear, in
the upper lefthand corner, the
NAME and ADDRESS of the student as well as the COLLEGE attended. Put name and address on
envelope also!
4. There are no restrictions on form
or theme! Length of poems up to
fourteen lines. Each poem must
have a separate title. (Avoid "Untitled"!) Small black and white illustrations welcome.
5. The judges' decision will be final.
No info by phone!
6. Entrants should keep a copy of all
entries as they cannot be returned. Prize winners and all authors
awarded free publication will be
notified immediately after deadline. I.P. will retain first publication
rights for accepted poems.
" Foreign language poems welcome.
7. There is an initial' one dollar
registration fee for the first entry
and a fee of fifty cents for each
additional poem. It is requested tc7
submit no more than ten poems
per entrant.
8. All entrants must be postmarked
not later than the above deadline
and fees be paid, cash, check or
money order, to:
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS
P.O. Box 44927
Los Angeles, CA 90044

Writers
Wanted
Writers Wanted!
The Arts and Entertainment Section openly invites anyone interested
"in writing play reviews, concert and
album reviews (or previews), interviews with actors and entertainers in
the area, or anyone who is simply interested in writing about the Arts in
Fairfield/New York area, to attend
our weekly meetings, on Monday at
7:30. Please watch for signs posted
around the University for the location
of the meetings. We need YOU!

The above photo is of Bennett Lerner, the pianist who will headline the
Carlson Art Festival with Brooke Waring, the artist, pictured below. The
photo of Brooke Waring was taken by Ken Karsten.

BARBER SERVILLE
Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Problems

1426 Post Rd. 259-3893

RESTAURANT
HELP WANTED

Part-Time Dishwasher 11:30-3:30 Daily
Part Time Waiters Lunch Or Dinner
Call Mr. Roberts Or Mr. Shepard

ANGUS STEAK HOUSE
2133 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
366-5902

JACK'S MARKET
Featuring:
Beer
Muncies
Groceries And
^

Sandwiches To Go !

714 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD 259-6384
Open 8 to 8 Mpn thru Sat...8 to 6 On Sundays
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Fairfield
Football Club-1978
FINAL STATISTICS
Total OFF.

Pass OFF

G
8
G
8

Team Scoring

G
8

Total DEF.

G
8

Rush OFF

Rush DEF

Rush
Yds
1228

G
8

Pass DEF

G
8

OPP. Scoring

G
8

Total
Yds
2273

YDS
1228
Passes
152

CMP
74

284

YDS
1045

INT
9

AVG/G
130.6

AVG/G
15.3

Rush
-Yds
1312

Pass
Yds
1250

YDS
1312
Passes
130

AVG/G

AVG/G
153.5

PTS
122

G
8

.

Pass
Yds
1045

CMP
59

Total
Yds
2562

AVG/G
320.5

AVG/G
164
YDS
INT
1250
16

PTS
156

AVG/G
156.3

AVG/G
19.5

•

Diane Nolan Named
New Women's Basketball Coach
Diane Nolan has been named the
head women's basketball coach at
Fairfield University it was announced
by Athletic Director C. Donald Cook.
Miss Nolan has been the head
women's coach at St. Francis College in Brooklyn, N.Y. for the past
five seasons.
Ms. Nolan is the first person to
hold the women's coaching position
at Fairfield on a full-time basis. Fairfield recently announced it was elevating its women's cage program to
the Division II level and offering full
grant-in-aids for women's basketball.
"I'm very excited about coming to
Fairfield,' said Ms. Nolan. "I'm sure
it will be a tremendous experience
for me. I believe the women's basketball program at Fairfield is ready to
go. I have found everyone in the administration eager to make the program a very competitive one."

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
G
8
8

AH
104
73

YDS
.418
300

PASS RECEIVINC
1 Tom Myers
2 Jim Anderson

Rec
33
22

YDS
458
247

TD
3
1

PUNTING LEADERS
1 Rob Robinson
2 Mike Fitzgerald

NO
40
4

YDS
1366
153

PASSING LEADER
1 Craig Leach

G
8

PSS
132

CM
68

PCT
52%

YDS
879

TD
8

SCORING LEADERS
1 Tom Myers
2 Craig Leach
3 Chris Smith

G
8
8
8

TD
9
2
2

XP
1
0
0

FG

Tot Pts
56
12
12

>

INTERCEPT. LDRS

NO

YDS

AVG/RET

1 Rich Cantele
2 Kerri Mortel

5
3

54
35

10.8
11.7

RUSHING LEADERS
1 Tom Myers
2 Joe Mindur

.

AVG/REC
13.9 .
11.2

Fairfield
Football Club
1979 Schedule

Friday, Sept. 14

Fitchburg State

Duquesne University

Saturday, Sept. 29

Norwalk Community#>
College

Away
Away

7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Away

1:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 6

Mass. Institute of
Technology

Home

7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 13

St. Johns Fisher College

Saturday, Oct. 20

Manhattan College
. Livingston College

Away
Home
Away
Home

1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:00 p.mv

Home

1:00 p.m.-

Saturday, Oct. 27
Saturday, Nov. 3

Western New England
College

Saturday, Nov. 10

N.Y. Maritime Academy

Sept 15
Sept 19
Sept 22
Sept 26
Sept 29
Oct 1
Oct 3
Oct 6
Oct 8
Oct 10
Oct 13
Oct 17
Oct 20
Oct 24
Oct 27
Oct 31
Nov3
Nov 6
Nov 10

Conn College
Sacred Heart
Drew
St. Peter's
Marist
St. John's
Pace
Hartford
New Haven
Manhattanville
Central Conn
f
Bridgeport
Wesconn
Seton Hall
Fordham
Quinnipiac
UC0NN
Yale
Univ. R.I.

ROOM FOR RENT

/2 MILE FROM UNIV.
REFRIG AND KITCHEN
PRIVATE

3. Any person
not buying
books at The
Book Finder,
where you
'receive large
discounts on
all new books
ordered.

$

25 Week

Contact Brian Pecora

259-0608

Gold's
THE
DELICATESSEN

ONLY TURKEYS
PAY FULL PRICE FOR BOOKS

reQPLE

GOOD
SANDWICHES

WE BUY AND SELL USED PAPERBACKS
OUR OUTSTANDING POLICIES
(A
O

Io
o

J,Ul
z

<

All Hardcover Best Sellers

30% OFF
All New Paperbacks

8

15% OFF

^4?

«*

57 UNQU0WA ROAD. FAIRFIELD

873 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD

HELP WANTED

*><#

255-3390

Oft Thruwav Exit 21
DttwMii the Pott Road and Fiirfleld Railroad Station,
(In ttwOaltafta Mall)- Monday thai Saturday 10 to 6
Thursday 10 to •

She played three seasons of varsity basketball, was the captain of the
team as a senior, and also played
field hockey and tennis.
In 1974 Ms. Nolan received an
M.S. degree in physical education
from the University of West Virginia
and she is currently working toward
her PhD at New York University.
She became the head women's
coach and coordinator of women's
athletics at St. Francis in 1974.
Her. first tgeam finished with a
6-11 record and her second year she
guided the team to a 16-12 mark.
St. Francis has played in the Division II regional tournament each of
the past four years. This past season
St. Francis defeated Hofstra in the
opening round of the EAIAW regional
tournament before bowing to C.W.
Post.

O

m
s
<
o
m

Sat
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Mon
Wed
Sat
Mon
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Tues
Sat

Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home

1:00PM
4:00PM
1:00PM
4:00PM
11:00AM
3:30PM
4:00PM
2:00PM
4:00PM
3:30PM
11:00AM
3:30PM
10:30AM
3:30PM
11:00AM
3:30PM
2:00PM
3:00PM
11:00AM

COACH: James Kuhlmann
1

turkey (ter-kee) noun
1. Large game
bird of North
and Central
America,
raised for its
excellent
meat.
2. Theater
Slang—An
unsuccessful
production.

"I think Fairfield can have a very
strong Division II program, and I
would like to see the program move
to Division I as soon as possible,"
Ms. Nolan said.
"I'm very optimistic, Fairfield is a
great school, people outside appreciate it as first class institution," she
added, "and I am happy to be a part
of it."
"We are pleased tcannounce the
addition of Diane Nolan to our
athletic staff," said Coook. "She was
certainly the strongest of the candidates for the job and we evaluated
more than 50 applicants. She has a
solid basketball background and had
a very successful program at St.
Francis."
Ms. Nolan is a native of
Gloucester, N.J. and was graduated
from Glassboro State, N.J. College in
1973.

Fairfield University
Soccer Schedule -1979

AVG/G
53
50

AVG/P
34.2
38.3

Saturday, Sept. 22
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PART-TIME
Connecticut Citizens Action
Group Needs Enthusiastic People To Work In Community Outrach Program 01 Energy & Environmental Issues. Meaningful Work For Those Interested
In Politics And Environmental
Issues.

FAIRFIELD
HARDWARE
At Circle Plaza, Rt. 1 (opp MacDonald's)
Fairfield
259-0212
"Much more than an ordinary

hardware store"
Fairfield Hardware Hopes You Have A Good
Year, And To Get It Off To An A + Start
We Are Offering A
SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON

15% OFF
On The Many Items In Our Store

-PS
M

CLOCK S

!" SAVE 15%""! «™
JON THIS PURCHASE*j

EXTENSION |
CORDS
PAINT

STUDENT i
* Except Sale Items And
Gas Power Equipment

J Fairfield Hardware

PANS
p0TS

[ HANGING
"HARDWARE

CALL 2-10PM FOR INTERVIEW

1-838-0277

YOU NEED NOT BRING IN COUPON, JUST STUDENT I.D.
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Stag Fall Baseball Squad Sweeps Three
By Chris Byrd
Whenever any team^be it the
Yankees, Red Soxs or the Little
Sisters of the Poor loses seven of its
starting nine, including its infield and
top pitcher, their road should be
bumpy if not an interesting one. Such
Is the situation facing Fairfield's
head Coach Cooke and his diamondmen.
Gone from last year's squad is top
hurler Keefe Cato, who was drafted
by the Cinncinafi Reds in the second
round. In addition to Cato, the familar
faces of Billy Barnes, one of the
Premier base stealers in the country,
Bill Wilson, an outstanding first
baseman, Mike Beaudoin. the team's
leading hitter, Brendan Vane, a
stalwart third baseman and Dan
Kearness, the starting catcher will
also be absent. Futhermore Sophomore sensation Joe" Cyzinski has
not returned to school.
Stag troops were not totally
depleted however. Fred Dana, who
waited his turn behind Bill Wilson last
year should start at first and will be
relied upon as the big RBI man. Dave
Rosenfield, who can do about
anything on a baseball diamond also
returns and most likely will be a
number 1 starter. His bat will be
counted on too. Joe DeVillis returns
and will start in the infield. He has
good range with the glov^ and is a
solid line drive hitter. Pete Ciardiello
should statt at catcher and opposing
runners will be wary to steal on his rifle arm. Ron.Carpezzi returns after a
year's sabbatical as it were. He
should be a good clutch hitter.
Pitching is one area where the
Stags didn't suffer terribly. In addition to Rosenfield, Larry Bossidy and
Ron Throupe are back. The steady
relief men of years past, they will be
called upon to start this year. Jim
Kenning, the top recruit from last

year will in all likelihood be the fourth
starter with Rich Pratt capable of
starting and relieving.
Coach Cooke had this to say about
this team's prospects, "we're young,
7 of the 9 men who started against U
Conn in the ECAC-playoffs are not
with us, but a big plus for us this year
is our new ball park. It is more conducive to cooridinated practices. We
won't have to worry if we all make it
to Fish park. The new ball park,
which when finished will cost more
than 100,000 is expected to be completed by Spring." Cooke is grateful
to -the "generous Prep school
fathers" who basically founded the
new park.
The Stags.got off on the right foot
taking three games from Housatonic
this weekend. They beat them Friday
11 -9 when Fred Aana went 5 for 6
and Pete Ciardiello added 3 hits to
lead the squad. The Stags then
swept a doubleheader Sunday 4—3
and 13—4. Ron Carpezzies pitch hit
double tied the first game at 3. Then
Mark Watson's pitch running for
John Sheerin scored from third on a
infield dribbler for the winning run.
Joe.DeVillis and Dave Rosenfield
keyed a eight run third in which 13
men batted to take the second game.
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1979 Fairfield Soccer Team
Looks To Be Best Ever
By Richard Pratt
mination should lead Fairfield to at
least a .500 season.
This year's Fairfield soccer team,
One problem hindering the Stags
coached by Mr. James Kuhlman, apthis fall is an injury to last season's
pears to be the finest Stag soccer
leading scorer, Al Zappala, presently
team ever. The Stags lost no one
recovering from an operation. His refrom last year's team, a team which
carried the name of Fairfield soccer turn is vital if Fairfield's high hopes
are to be realized. Senior Ed
into a position of respectability. After
Brandecker is filling in for Zappala
losing its' first nine games a year
ago, the team rallied to finish with a
and is flanked on the forward line by
Carlos Cardosa and Tom DeNino. A
record of 5-10-1.
trio of talented sophomores,' Mark
This year's edition is another
Longwell, Paul P^Leary, and Kevin
young team (only four seniors) which
will have to battle through a difficult
O'Connell man the halfback posiDivision I New England schedule
tions and their performances will be
keys in Fairfield's efforts.
which includes contests with naThe Stags back line is patrolled by
tional powers U.R.I, and UConn.'
senior Ken Donovan,- Phil Kreski,
Although an undefeated season is
not expected, experience and deterChris Croft, and Peter DeMarco, all

SPORTS ED. NOTE
It was incorrectly reported in last week's issue of the Mirror that
former football club head coach Ed Hall was fired. In fact, Hall resigned his position. The Mirror regrets the error. -

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
1979 FIELD HOCKEY
SCHEDULE
Sept 21

Wesconn

Fri

Away

3:30PM'

Sept 27

Drew

Thur

Home

3:30PM

Oct 2

C.W. Post

Tue

Away

4:00PM

Oct 6

Barrington

Sat

Home

1:00PM

Oct 9

Manhattanville

Tue

Home

3:30PM

Oct 13

Mitchell

Sat

Away- 2:00PM

Oct 16

Central Conn

Tue

Home

3:30PM

Oct 23

Kings

Tue

Away

3:30PM

Oct 26

Bridgeport

Fri

Away

3:30PM

Oct 30

Conn College

Tue

Home

3:30PM

of whom hope to aid the efforts of
goalies Tom Mattara and Dave Webber. A .talented bench appears as
another strong point in the Fairfield
attack. Seniors Vin Ingato and Jay^
Degoia along with Bobby Kennedy,
Joe Leuglio, and Bobby Nurmi are all
expected to see considerable action
this fall.
The team has recorded a pair of
pre-season ties with Central Connecticut and Assumption in preperation
for their season opener September
15 at home against Central Connecticut. Eight additionaThome games
are slated, so there are plenty of
chances to see and support what will
hopefully be the best soccer team
Fairfield has ever fielded.

Notre Dame Highlights
Stag 1979-80 Hoop Camapign
Trips to Notre Dame, Marquette's
Milwaukee Classic, Boston Garden
to face Boston College and two home
games in the Now Haven Coliseum
are among the highlights of the
1979-80 basketball schedule announced by Fairfield University head
coach Fred Barakat. The Stags will
meet the Fighting Irish for the first'
time ever on December 22, a Saturday afternoon game set for a 2 p.m.
start in South Bend.
The following week the Stags will
head West again to play in the Milwaukee Classic December 28-29.
The Stags will join host Marquette,
the University of Rhode Island and
St. Mary's of California in the tournament.

A Dec. 1 meeting with the University of Bridgeport, a team that advanced to the NCAA Division II final
four last year, will launch the campaign.
Among the teams visiting the campus gym are St. Bonaventure, Fordham, Seton Hall, lona, and newcomer to the schedule, Towson
State. Another first will be the Stags
trip to the Boston Garden where they
will face Boston College in the nightcap for a collegiate twin-bill.
Fairfield was moved into the Metro
New York Region along with lona, Army, Manhattan, Fordham, St. Francis, Wagner, Long Island University,
Siena, St. Peter's and Fairleigh
Dickinson.

